Info Breakfast 20180828

Good News:
-

TVRL has been all over the news this summer. Primarily Caroline and Kenneth. You
can listen to them on TVRL Linkedin.
o By the way, TVRL’s Linkedin is on and we can all feed it with news. (Linus
did it with the conference in Bergen). Go ahead and use it to spread news and
events that TVRL is envolved.
- Almedalen
o Caroline
o Rolf
- Almedalen committee:
o Caroline is putting together a group of people to organize TVRL at Almedalen
2019. The idea is that TVRL will be represented at Almedalen every year on
LU tent.
- There are some fleece blankets on the drawer in the kitchen for use if it gets too cold
in the terrace.
People:
-

-

Lennart Grahn is retiring.
o Görel will take the home page and thesis numbering after Lennart
o P-O (Per-Olof Rosenkvist) takes the technical part (computers, software, etc)
Visitors
Sameh Rafee (PhD student – 1 year)
Majid Kazemzadeh (PhD exchange – 6 month)

Meeting TVRL-CEC Oct/4 9:00-11:00 at Konf. 1 V-huset
-

We meet and discuss research cooperation possibilities related to nature based
solutions at Water Resources Engineering (TVRL) and CEC between young
researchers and PhD students. The focus will be on coastal erosion/flooding, urban
hydrology and wetlands. First there will be 5 min presentations of each
department/division (Helena Hanson and Caroline Fredriksson are responsible).
Thereafter participants that would like to present their research projects get 10 min
presentations. We finish with 20 – 30 min discussion about cooperation possibilities.
Send me an e-mail if you would like to give a presentation. Feel free to invite other
colleagues. Let’s aim at a group of about 5 persons from each department/division.

Remind from the State Service centre:
-

The payroll system will be down completely between 6/9-7/10. After that, there will
be new procedures for applying for leave of absence, payment by hour. Those that are
paid for hour of student assistant, exam control and some others may take time before
they receive their salary.

Hot Desk:

-

Room 3150 (Björn’s room) will become a “hot desk” room with 6 places. It is meant
for those that are temporarily at TVRL or that work only a small % here. The room
will be ready first week in October.

LU Water newsletter:
-

Everyone is welcome to share and post information of water activities, water stories,
events, coming dissertations, conference on LU Water: www.water.lu.se. Both
Swedish and English language are welcome. LU Water is a multidisciplinary platform
at LU for different expertise in water to share information and find opportunities to
work together. We arrange seminars, conference from time to time. You are welcome
to check upcoming events on the website and contact info@water.lu.se for sharing
and asking more information.

Next Info Breakfast 25 September

